F11 Introduction

F11 Capacity

The F11 from DR. COFFEE is the ideal coffee machine for
small and medium sized places. The concise and strong
look well matches with the ceramic grinders and the
dual-mode brewing system inside. This counter-top coffee
machine will bring you fantastic experience and tremendous
surprises..

F11 Key Features
The pioneering brewing system can meet your need for both
non-pressurized regular coffee and pressurized espresso.
Two grinders with ceramic flat-type blades accurately grind
the coffee beans into unified-size powder, bringing out the
unique flavor of the coffee.
The 7” touch panel is easy to use, direct and efficient, by
which customized coffee is just at your fingertips.
The combination of enlarged bean hopper, water tank and
grounds container can easily cope with peak hour demand.
Different ways of water supply and self-clean mechanism
can deal with any occasions.

F11 Options
4L fridge or the electronic refrigerator with 2L capacity

Hourly output based on DIN18873-2
DR. COFFEE F11
Advised daily output
Hourly output

Single

Double

Espresso

70

100

Regular Coffee

50

60

Cappuccino

50

60

Hourly hot water output

15L

Water tank capacity

6L

Beans hopper capacity

Approx. 1200 g

Grounds container capacity

Approx. 30 Pcs

F11 Specifications
Coffee machine power
supply and rated power

220-240V 50/60Hz
1.5-1.7KW

Fridge and cup warmer rack
power supply and rated power

220-240V 50/60Hz
40-45W

Plumbing type

G3/4’ 150 cm
flexible metal tube

Water pressure range

80-800KPa (0.8-8Bar)

Coffee machine dimension
(W*D*H )

27+5 * 47.5 * 56.3 cm

Fridge Dimension (W*D*H)

20 * 25 * 35 cm

Weight
(coffee machine / the fridge)

15 kg / 3 kg

Tap water connection or enlarged water tank
Specific rampway
ram
mpw
way unit
un for grounds
unds auto-disposing
autto disposing

100 cups
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